
 

    - ME SKA GJERA FOLK  

GLADE OG FORNØDDE! 

RANDBERG COATING INFORMATION RELATED TO CORONA VIRUS COVID-19 EPEDEMIC 

The main priority for Randaberg Coating AS (RC) is the health and safety of our employees, clients and vendors. 

We are taking the necessary actions to address the ongoing Corona pandemic and reduce impact on companies, 

employees, client representatives and other personnel at the RC facilities while maintaining our daily operations as 

far as possible.  

RC have established  an Emergency Management Team (EMT) to handle the impact of the corona virus, in addition 

to our regular emergency preparedness organization that will remain intact  in the event of other emergencies.  

The EMT is continuously monitoring and implementing the instructions and recommendations from national and 

local authorities such as the Norwegian Institute of Public Health and the Norwegian Directorate of Health. These 

are summarized in company policies and guidelines, which are provided to all employees at RC.  

A risk register for the Corona pandemic has been established, where risks are identified, and mitigation actions are 

described and implemented. The risk register is maintained by Randaberg Group management in order to include 

all companies within the group (which are all located within the premises at Harestadvika).  

The EMT is in the process of preparing  a specific business continuity plan based on the guidelines issued  by the 

Norwegian Directorate for Civil Protection.  

In addition, we are: 

- Implementing continuity plans for the various projects within our project management in order to ensure 

continued production. This includes considerations of our workforce, availability of raw material as well as 

vendor participation. 

- The yard PFSO is in close contact with the Norwegian Coastal Administration and Police in relation to shore 

leave restrictions for foreign crew 

- Identifying key personnel and evaluating the need for shift work and holiday planning etc. 

- Conduct meetings by skype, teams or phone whenever possible 

- Restricting work related travelling 

- Refrain from larger groups but keep minimum 1-2 meters distance from each other 

- Minimizing visits to RC facilities to a bare minimum 

- Weekly updates given by RC management to all employees 

The recommendations and instructions from the Norwegian Institute of Public Health and the Norwegian Directorate 

of Health are the minimum requirements that shall be followed. Any additional requirements from project and clients 

will as far as possible be implemented and will need to be agreed on a case by case basis.  

As these are unprecedented times where information, recommendations and instructions can change on a day-to-

day basis, we encourage all our employees, clients and others to keep themselves updated on official sites provided 

by the local and central authorities. 

Please rest assured that we are doing our utmost to minimize the impact of this unfortunate situation, and our  main 

priority will always be the wellbeing and health of our employees and others affected by our business. 


